
ON THE MEASURE-THEORETIC CHARACTER
OF AN INVARIANT MEAN
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0. Introduction. M. M. Day has shown that an abelian group has

only one invariant mean if, and only if, the group is finite [3, Theo-

rem 4, p. 534]. Knowing this we now ask to what extent the invariant

means on a given abelian group are alike. In this paper we shall show

that they all have the same "measure-theoretic character."

An invariant mean on an abelian group G is a normalized, posi-

tive, translation-invariant linear functional defined on the space of

all bounded complex-valued functions on G. There is a canonical way

of associating with the invariant mean L a (unique) positive measure

ß (which is invariant in a sense that will be made clear) defined on

the Stone-Cech compactification of G (discrete topology). Using this

one-to-one correspondence, we shall ascribe to the invariant mean L

the measure-theoretic properties of ß. Thus the measure algebra of

the invariant mean L is simply the measure algebra of the associated

measure ß. Our main theorem (Theorem 2) is that the measure alge-

bras of any two invariant means on G are isomorphic. A corollary ex-

tends this result to the measure algebras of invariant means on a sub-

semigroup of an abelian group.

An essential lemma in the proof of the main theorem is derived in

§2. We show that if m is the cardinality of G and is assumed to be in-

finite, then 2m is the dimension of the S2 space associated with an in-

variant mean on G. Because we believe this result to be of independ-

ent interest, we state it as Theorem 1.

A corollary to Theorem 1 gives a similar result for invariant means

on certain abelian semigroups. In particular, this corollary is applica-

ble to the semigroup of positive integers. An invariant mean on this

semigroup is called a Banach mean. The corollary shows that the S2

space associated with a Banach mean is not separable. The question

of the separability of this S2 space was raised by P. Porcelli.

As a final topic we shall discuss (in §4) some related problems. This

discussion amounts to an exploration of further possibilities in the

directions of Theorems 1 and 2, and we shall raise several questions

in this connection.
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Now let us add a few comments before we begin. Firstly, a finitely

additive invariant measure on G is obtained by evaluating the invari-

ant mean at the characteristic functions of subsets of G (cf. [6, 17.22a,

pp. 242-243]). The countably additive measure that" we associate

with an invariant mean is the "Stone-Cech compactification" of this

finitely additive measure (in the sense that their supporting spaces

are so related), and we choose this measure because it is easier for our

purposes to work with countably additive measures.

Secondly, the proof of the main theorem rests on Maharam's theo-

rem on homogeneous measure algebras. Thus it is highly nonconstruc-

tive. A constructive proof, if one is possible, might yield more insight

into the structure of invariant means.

The writer wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to P. Porcelli

for several very helpful conversations during the early stages of this

paper and to thank M. Schreiber for his assistance in its final prepa-

ration.

1. Preliminaries. Let 2 be an abelian semigroup. We shall denote

by 93 (2) the complex Banach space of bounded complex-valued func-

tions on S in which ||/|| = sup {|/(<r) | | <rG2}. An element L oí 93(2) *

(the conjugate space of 93(2)) is said to be an invariant mean on 2 if

(1) ||L|| =1; (2) L/^0 for/10; and (3) Lf = Lfior each trG2, where
/,(r) =/(o+t) for tG2. An abelian semigroup always has an invariant

mean. The proof of this fact is due essentially to Banach, who proved

it for certain special cases (see, e.g. [l, pp. 30-31]). For further in-

formation on invariant means see [6, §17].

Let G be an abelian group. We shall denote by ßG the Stone-Cech

compactification of the discrete space G. The complex Banach space

E(SG) of complex-valued continuous functions on ßG (with the

supremum norm) is isometrically isomorphic to 93(G). If ir is the in-

clusion map of G into ßG, then the induced map 7r* from §.ißG) to

93(G) (for/GS(/3G) and aEG we have iw*f)o-=fiiro-)) is an onto, iso-

metrical isomorphism [4, 10.2 and 10.3].

By the representation theorem of F. Riesz, we can identify S(j3G)*

(conjugate space) with the space of finite complex-valued regular

Borel measures on ßG, which we denote by MißG). Further, let w*

be the adjoint map of t*, i.e., it* is the map defined from 93(G)* to

G(/?G)*suchthatforZG93(G)*and/G<503G) we have (tt*7,)/=£(*-*/).
Then ir* is an onto, isometrical isomorphism because it* is. Composing

ir* and the identification of S((3G)* and 93(G)*, we obtain the desired

isometrical isomorphism from 93(G)* onto MißG). Let us denote the

composite map by <p. We can now define <p as follows: for LG93(G)*,
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<pL is the unique measure ßEM(ßG) such that fßofdß = L(ir*f) for

every/£6(|3G).
Corresponding to the group {F,|(r£G} of translation operators

on G (T,t = o+t), there is the group { 77 | o EG} of homeomorphisms

of ßG, where each TJ is the unique extension of Tt [4, 0.12 and 6.5].

Let U, denote the automorphism of M(ßG) induced by the measura-

ble transformation 77, i.e., ( U„ß) (E) = ß(Tí ~lE) for every Borel sub-

set E of ßG. For any measure ßEM(ßG) a straightforward argument

shows that <p~lß is an invariant mean on G if, and only if, ß is a

probability measure (positive measure of mass one) that is invariant

relative to the group of automorphisms 11= { Ua\oEG}. We shall

refer to such a measure as an invariant measure relative to G. Our

problem now is to show that the measure algebras of two invariant

measures are isomorphic.

2. Dimension of 22(ß). We shall continue to use the notation and

terminology of §1 throughout the paper.

Theorem 1. Let G be an infinite abelian group of cardinality m and

ß an invariant measure relative to G. Then the dimension of 22(pt) is 2m.

Proof. A theorem of Kakutani [7, Theorem 1, p. 366] states that

the cardinality of T, the abstract character group of G, is 2m. A char-

acter x is a bounded complex-valued function on G; thus x £ 93(G) •

Set/x«ri-*x and X= {/*|x£r} ; then /x£6(i3G) and also/x£?2Gu).
We shall prove that X is an orthonormal subset of 22(ju) and therefore

that the dimension of %2(ß) is at least 2m.

Let V, be the linear operator induced on 22(p) by TJ, i.e., (Vsf)(x)

=f(T¿x) ior fE22(ß) and xEßG. It is clear that Vc is invertible be-

cause F_, is its inverse. Further, for/, g£S2(jt),

(F„/, V.g) =   f  f(Tlx)g(Ttx)dß(x) =   f f(x)g(x)dß(T:-'x)
JßO J ßQ

=  I  f(x)g(x)d(U,u)(x) = (/, g),       because U,ß = ß.
•JßO

Hence V, is a unitary operator. The following computation shows

further that VJx = %(o)fx:

W*(VJJ](t) = (7,/x)W =/x(r/(#r)) =A(7r(<r + r))

= (WxXo- + t) = x(o + r) = xtoW*)(r).

Thus fx is an eigenvector of V, having the eigenvalue x(°~)- Now G

distinguishes the elements of T, i.e., for x, x'£r, x^x', there is a
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o~EG such that xiff) ^x'(ff)- Therefore each pair fx and fx> ifX7¿fx-) is

for some aEG a pair of eigenvectors of the unitary operator F, hav-

ing distinct eigenvalues. Hence fx, fx>) = 0 and X is an orthonormal

subset of 82(m)-

We shall now exhibit a dense subset of 82(m) having cardinality 2m,

thus proving that the dimension of 82(/x) is exactly 2m. The set of all

subsets of G has cardinality 2m. For each subset E oí G let he denote

the characteristic function of E, i.e., Äe(<t) is equal to 1, ffEE, or 0,

ff^E. Then the class of functions of the form XXi X«^b¡> where each

X, is a complex number and each E, a subset of G, is a dense subspace

of 93(G). (To see this, observe that for/G93(G) and e>0, there existsa

finite partition {Ri}?_! of the range of/ such that

SUP{ |/(a) -/(r) | | <r,r G/-'(*,)}  <«

for i = 1, 2, •••,«. If we set £i=/_1(7^<) and X¿=/(<r,) for some

o~,EEi, then ||/— 52"-i X.AbJI <«•) Therefore the image of this class
under 7r* is dense in S(j3G) and thus also in 82(m) [5, Problem 2, p.

242]. Hence the dimension of 82(/i) is exactly 2m and the theorem is

proved.

A Banach mean is an invariant mean on the semigroup Z+ of posi-

tive integers. Let us carry out a construction paralleling that of §1 in

which G is replaced by Z+. The positive integers are sufficient to dis-

tinguish the elements of the character group T of the integers. There-

fore the reasoning used in the proof of Theorem 1 (in which V, is now

shown to be an isometry and/x is now defined to be irï^ix*), where

X+ is xET restricted to Z+) is applicable in this context. Moreover,

this reasoning is applicable in a more general context of which this

is a special case. The following corollary summarizes these remarks.

Corollary. Let 2 be a subsemigroup of the infinite abelian group G

of cardinality m and let p be an invariant measure relative to 2. Assume

further that 2 distinguishes the characters of G. Then the dimension of
%2ÍP) is 2m.

3. Uniqueness of the measure algebra. For any measure algebra B

let K~iB) denote the smallest cardinal of a sigma-basis for B. B is

said to be homogeneous if if(5)=7C(P) for every (principal) ideal

PQB different from the null ideal. The theorem of Maharam [8,

Theorem 1, p. 109] immediately implies that if B is homogeneous and

nonatomic, then B is determined within an (measure-preserving) iso-

morphism by K~iB). Mo'reover, if B is homogeneous and KiB) is

infinite, it is easy to see that B must be nonatomic. Thus an infinite
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homogeneous measure algebra B is determined within an (measure-

preserving) isomorphism by K(B). This is the form of Maharam's

theorem which we shall use.

Theorem 2. FAe measure algebras of two invariant measures relative

to G are isomorphic.

Proof. If G is finite, the theorem follows from the uniqueness of

the invariant mean. Assume therefore that G is an infinite abelian

group having cardinality m and that ß is an invariant measure rela-

tive to G. We shall show that the measure algebra Bß of ß is homo-

geneous and that K(Bli)=2m. An application of the aforementioned

form of Maharam's theorem will then complete the proof.

First, the dimension of 82(m) is equal to K(B„) (cf. [6, 16.12,

p. 225]). (The assertion of [6] is not immediately applicable in the

context of [8] because of a difference in the meanings of (sigma)

"basis." However, the reader can easily verify that for any infinite

measure algebra the smallest cardinals of a basis in the senses of

[6] and [8], respectively, are equal.) Therefore it follows from Theo-

rem 1 thatK(Bß)=2m.

Secondly, suppose 73M is not homogeneous. Then the unit e of Bß

can be decomposed such that: (1) e — x\/x', *A*' = 0 and x9¿0, (2)

for Px, the principal ideal of B„ generated by x, K(Px)<2m, and

(3) K(Py)>K(Px) for Q<yûx' [8, Theorem 2, p. 111]. Let W. be
the automorphism of Bß induced by 77. We shall show that x is

invariant relative to each IF, and hence that "the part of ß supported

on x" is invariant relative to 11.

Let W„x = z\/z', where O^zgx and Ogz'gx'. Because Wc is an

automorphism, K(PX) = K(Pw<rX) ~^K(Pz>). However, it follows from

(3) that if sVO, then K(PZ.)>K(PX). Therefore z' = 0 and W.x^x.

But IF«, is measure-preserving and thus W„x = x.

Let F be a Borel subset of ßG that corresponds to x and let v be the

measure in M(ßG) defined such that v(E)=ß(EC\F) for each Borel

subset E of ßG. Then [¿t(F)]_1i; is a probability measure and more-

over is invariant relative to 11 because x is invariant relative to each

"translation" IF,. Therefore the dimension of %2(v) is 2m by Theorem

1 and also K(BV) = 2m. But Bv and Px are isomorphic measure algebras

and hence K(Px) = 2m. This contradicts (2); therefore Bß is homo-

geneous and the theorem is proved.

Corollary. Let 2 be a subsemigroup of the abelian group G. The

measure algebras of two invariant measures relative to 2 are isomorphic.

Proof. If S is finite, it is easy to see that the invariant mean on
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such an abelian semigroup is unique. Therefore assume 2 is infinite.

If 77= {öT-1|<r, rG2}, then 77 is the subgroup of G generated by 2.

Clearly 2 distinguishes the characters of 77. Thus the corollary to

Theorem 1 is applicable to 2 considered as a subsemigroup of 77. If

we now assume that the construction outlined in §1 has been carried

out for 2, we can repeat in this context the argument (we replace

Theorem 1 by the corollary) used for the infinite case in the proof of

Theorem 2. This completes the proof of the corollary.

4. Further problems. In the proof of Theorem 1, we saw that X is

an orthonormal subset of 82(a0- Moreover, the cardinality of X is

equal to the dimension of 82(ju)- A natural question is whether or not

X is complete in 82(/i).

Let â denote the set of all invariant measures relative to G; then

é is a TO*-compact, convex subset of MißG). Therefore â is the w*-

closed convex hull of its extreme points, by the Kreïn-Mil'man Theo-

rem. An extreme point of â will be referred to as an elementary in-

variant measure relative to G.

Now if p is not elementary, X is not complete. Take p=iv+v')/2

with v, v'E$ and vy^v'. Then the Radon-Nikodym derivative of

v—v' is in 82(ju) but is orthogonal to X.

If p is elementary, we do not know the answer and so our first ques-

tion is: ii p is an elementary invariant measure relative to G, is X

complete in 82(/¿)? A second related question is: does the complete-

ness of X depend only on the group G or does it, perhaps, also depend

on which elementary invariant measure is chosen?

Note that if for some G and p, X were complete in 82(/t), the measure

algebra of p would be isomorphic to that of the Haar measure on the

(maximal) Bohr compactification of G [6, 26.11, p. 430]. Moreover,

this isomorphism would preserve the action of the automorphism

group of "translations" on the measure algebras.

Let us now observe that the group of automorphisms which act on

the measure algebra of an invariant mean was not mentioned in the

statement of the main theorem. It would be desirable to know that

the isomorphism (whose existence is stated in the main theorem)

could be effected in such a way as to preserve the action of this auto-

morphism group. This is not possible in general for a rather apparent

reason. If the action of the automorphism group is ergodic on the first

measure algebra and not on the second, then such an isomorphism is

clearly impossible. It can be shown that the action of the automor-

phism group on the measure algebra of an invariant mean is ergodic

if, and only if, the associated invariant measure is elementary (cf.
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[2, Theorem 2, p. 1126]). Thus we state our final question as follows:

does there exist an isomorphism between the measure algebras of two

elementary invariant measures that preserves the action of the auto-

morphism group?

Added in proof. If

¿J = <v E MißG) \v^0, vißG) = 1 and   f   Xdv = 0 for 1 * x G xi

then ¿J is a w*-compact convex subset of MißG) that contains ä. It

follows from a recent result of ours [External measures and subspace

density, Michigan Math. J. 11 (1964), 243-246] that X spans 82(i>)
if, and only if, v is an extreme point of ¿J. Thus our first question can

be reformulated to ask whether each extreme point of é is also an

extreme point of ¿J.
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